An Ising-type classical statistical model is shown to describe quantum fermions. For a suitable time-evolution law for the probability distribution of the Ising-spins our model describes a quantum field theory for Dirac spinors in external electromagnetic fields, corresponding to a mean field approximation to quantum electrodynamics. All quantum features for the motion of an arbitrary number of electrons and positrons, including the characteristic interference effects for two-fermion states, are described by the classical statistical model. For one-particle states in the non-relativistic approximation we derive the Schrödinger equation for a particle in a potential from the time evolution law for the probability distribution of the Ising-spins. Thus all characteristic quantum features, as interference in a double slit experiment, tunneling or discrete energy levels for stationary states, are derived from a classical statistical ensemble. Concerning the particle-wave-duality of quantum mechanics, the discreteness of particles is traced back to the discreteness of occupation numbers or Ising-spins, while the continuity of the wave function reflects the continuity of the probability distribution for the Ising-spins.
I. INTRODUCTION
Can the quantum-mechanical interference pattern in a double-slit experiment be described by a suitable time evolution of a classical statistical ensemble? Can this be extended to the quantum-interference of multi-fermion systems? Can the evolution law for the classical probabilities be causal and local in the sense that the probability distribution at time t + ǫ can be computed from the one at time t, and that the evolution of local properties of the distribution is only influenced by the distribution in a local neighborhood? We answer these questions with a clear "yes". While a general discussion how "no-go-theorems" as Bell's inequalities [1, 2] or the Kochen-Specker theorem [3] can be circumvented can be found in ref. [4] , we concentrate in this paper on the construction of a classical statistical model that can describe real physical situations.
We will investigate an Ising-type model for discrete occupation numbers or Ising-spins on the sites of a lattice. Intuitively, if a particle is present on a lattice site x the Ising-spin is up, and if no particle is present it is down. Since the associated occupation numbers only take the values one or zero, one sees already the close analogy to occupation numbers of fermionic multi-particle systems. The notion of presence or absence of particles can be extended to more general ground states, as a half-filled state. Now a flip of the Ising-spin at x from down to up corresponds to a change from a situation with no particle at x to one with a particle at x. More precisely, we will consider four or eight "species" of Ising-spins. These species correspond to the real degrees of freedom for Majorana or Dirac spinors.
The state of the system or the classical statistical ensemble is characterized by the probability distribution for the possible configurations of Ising-spins. For the formulation of dynamics one has to postulate an evolution law which describes how this probability distribution changes in time. For the Ising-spins there is no notion of underlying continuous and deterministic classical dynamics for "trajectories" -each Ising-spin can only take two values. A differential evolution equation has therefore to be formulated on the level of probability distributions. This constitutes the fundamental law defining the dynamics. (It is the analogue of the Liouville equation for a statistical ensemble of Newtonian classical particles.) The only basic restrictions on the form of this law are that all probabilities have to remain positive and the sum of all probabilities must equal one for all times t. We propose a specific causal and local evolution law. With this evolution law our Ising-type model describes a quantum field theory for Dirac fermions in an arbitrary external electromagnetic field. The Schrödinger equation for a quantum particle in a potential follows for one-particle states in the non-relativistic approximation.
With our proposed evolution equation for a classical statistical ensemble of Ising-spins, the Schrödinger equation and all associated quantum phenomena as interference, tunneling, the uncertainty relation and discrete energy levels for stationary states, are implemented within classical statistics. We follow here the concept of "probabilistic realism" that there is one reality, but the fundamental laws are formulated as probabilistic laws. It seems not entirely excluded that our evolution law for the probability distribution could be produced by cellular automata [5] . This seems, however, rather difficult, and it is not needed for our purpose.
Time evolution laws for classical statistical ensembles that account for the full dynamics of quantum particles have been found previously for more restricted settings. For a single particle in a potential a suitable evolution equation for the probability density in phase space has been proposed in ref. [6] . It leads to the Schrödinger equation after "coarse graining". This "quantum evolution equation" modifies Liouville's equation. In ref. [6] the different behavior of classical and quantum particles is traced back to the specific form of the evolution equation. A continuous interpolation between the "classical" and "quantum" evolution law can describe "zwitters" -particles whose properties interpolate continuously between classical and quantum particles. This earlier approach constitutes already a powerful demonstration that there is no difference in principle between classical statistics and quantum statistics since a continuous interpolation between both is possible. It also allows the formulation of consistent theories that are arbitrarily close to quantum mechanics, with a small parameter accounting for deviations that can be restricted by experiment. However, the generalization of this setting to a multi-particle situation is cumbersome. It is much simpler to base a realistic model directly on the analogy between Ising-spins and occupation numbers for fermions, as done in the present paper. Furthermore, the setting of ref. [6] does not account explicitly for the discrete particle properties, while in the present paper they can be associated directly to the discrete Ising-spins.
In ref. [7] , [8] , [9] the map between Ising-type models and quantum fermions has been developed. In particular, ref. [9] has already constructed a classical statistical ensemble for massless Majorana spinors in four dimensions. The present paper builds on these findings. It extends this formalism to include a mass term, to formulate Dirac spinors and to add the coupling to external electromagnetic fields. These steps are needed for a description of realistic situations. The discussion of one-particle states can now describe electrons in a potential. For a non-relativistic approximation we can derive the Schrödinger equation from the proposed evolution law for the classical statistical ensemble of Ising-spins.
Our Ising-type model is formulated for a lattice of discrete points in space and we use discrete time steps. (The lattice formulation of the present paper differs in some aspects from ref. [9] .) As long as the number of lattice points (in space) remains finite all mathematical operations are defined unambiguously and the model is fully regularized. The map between classical statistics for the Ising-type model and quantum fermions can be done on this level where no ambiguities are present. At the very end one may perform the continuum limits of vanishing lattice distance and vanishing size for the time steps. We formulate the model in a way such that the unitary time evolution is already realized for discrete time steps and a finite number of lattice points in space. This implies certain restrictions on the precise lattice formulation for which more details will be discussed in a separate paper.
Our paper is organized as follows: In sect. II we formulate the classical statistical ensemble for Ising-spins and we introduce the important concept of the "classical wave function". Up to signs this is the square root of the probability distribution. Time evolution laws preserving the positivity and normalization of the probability distribution can be most easily formulated in terms of the classical wave function. Since the normalization condition states that the classical wave function is a vector with unit length, we can formulate the normalization preserving evolution equations as rotations of a vector. We also employ the simple map between the classical wave function and a Grassmann wave function. It has been shown in refs. [7] , [9] that a linear time evolution of a Grassmann wave function can be mapped to a Grassmann functional integral and vice versa. This permits us to formulate the evolution law for the classical wave function and probability distribution directly in terms of the action of a Grassmann functional integral. This possibility is of great help for the implementation of the symmetries preserved by the evolution as, for example, the Lorentz symmetry for relativistic particles.
In sect. III we present the lattice action for massless Majorana fermions in four dimensions. Since the classical wave function is a real object, it should be an element of a real Grassmann algebra. The continuum limit of the lattice action realizes Lorentz-symmetry. In sect. IV we extract the time evolution of the Grassmann wave function from the real Grassmann functional integral defined in sect. III. It obtains by "integrating" out the Grassmann variables at past (or future) times. Sect. V shows that the time evolution is unitary. This holds already for discrete time steps and can therefore be extended in a straightforward way to the continuum limit of infinitesimal time steps. Sect. V establishes the concrete evolution law for the classical wave function and therefore the probability distribution of the classical ensemble of Ising-spins. In sect. VI we briefly recapitulate how expectation values of observables in the classical statistical ensemble can be computed from the Grassmann wave function.
In sect. VII we turn to the notion of statistical states with a fixed number of fermions. We concentrate on the one particle state and show that it describes the propagation of a massless Majorana or Weyl fermion. This can be generalized to multi-fermion states. The equivalence between Majorana and Weyl spinors in four dimensions gives a first glance on the emergence of a complex structure which is discussed in sect. VIII. The presence of a complex structure is characteristic for quantum mechanics where the "physics of phases" plays a crucial role. While single Majorana spinors are described by a real fourcomponent quantum wave function, Weyl spinors are formulated in terms of an equivalent complex two-component quantum wave function. For Dirac spinors a different complex structure will be used and we therefore resume in sect. VIII briefly the general features of complex structures in our setting of a real Grassmann functional integral and a real classical wave function. In sect. IX we finally add a mass term. We present some explicit instructive examples for the classical probability distributions that represent the propagation of massive Majorana spinors.
In sect. X we turn to Dirac spinors. They are simply represented as two Majorana spinors. The electromagnetic gauge transformations rotate the two Majorana spinors into each other. The coupling to an external electromagnetic field involves therefore both types of Majorana spinors. We discuss the complex structure, the usual Weyl representation of Dirac spinors and the symmetries of the model. From the Grassmann functional integral we extract again the evolution equation for the Grassmann wave function. The associated evolution equation for the probability distribution of the classical statistical ensemble for Ising-spins describes the dynamics of an arbitrary number of electrons and positrons in an external electromagnetic field. Sect. XI discusses the one-particle states. The classical eight-component real wave function obeys the Dirac equation in an external electromagnetic field. The complex representation and the non-relativistic limit are straightforward. This results in the Schrödinger equation for a particle in a potential. All characteristic features of quantum mechanics, as interference, tunneling or discrete energy levels can therefore be derived from our evolution equation for a classical statistical ensemble of Ising-spins. This is one more clear concrete example that quantum physics can be described by classical statistics! Even though this is not the main purpose of the present paper, we comment how the discrete particle properties in quantum mechanics are related to the discrete Ising-spins, and how the continuity of the wave function simply reflects the continuity of the classical probability distribution. Particle-wave duality appears as a simple consequence of our classical statistical setting. Our conclusions are presented in sect. XII.
II. PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION AND WAVE FUNCTION
A classical statistical ensemble is specified by its states τ and a probability distribution {p τ }, which associates to every τ a positive probability p τ ≥ 0. The distribution is normalized Σ τ p τ = 1. Classical observables take in every state τ a fixed value A τ , and the mean value obeys A = Σ τ A τ p τ .
Generalized Ising model
We will consider an Ising-model type system for discrete Ising-spins s γ ( x) = ±1, with x points on a suitable threedimensional lattice and γ denoting different "species" of Ising-spins, γ = 1 . . . N s . For N s = 4 our system will be equivalent to a quantum field theory for Majorana or Weyl spinors, while for N s = 8 we will describe Dirac spinors. The states τ are sequences or configurations of Ising-spins, τ = {s γ ( x)}. Instead of Ising-spins, we will actually use occupation numbers or bits n γ ( x) = s γ ( x) + 1 /2, such that the states τ describe bit sequences of numbers n γ ( x) = 0, 1 , τ = n γ ( x) . We will consider a setting with L 3 /8 lattice points (L even) such that the number of states is 2 (NsL 3 /8) . The continuum limit L → ∞ is taken at the end.
The sequences or configurations of occupation numbers n γ ( x) show already a strong analogy to the basis states of a quantum theory for an arbitrary number of fermions, formulated in the occupation number basis for positions. We will exploit this analogy in order to formulate a fundamental "evolution law" for the time evolution of the probability distribution p τ (t), such that our system describes a relativistic quantum field theory for fermions.
We emphasize that the form of the evolution law is not known a priori -we do not introduce any underlying deterministic theory of "classical trajectories" or similar concepts. We note that no continuous time evolution for individual Ising-spins s γ (x) can be formulated, since s γ (x) only admits discrete values ±1. On the other hand, the time evolution of the probability density may well be continuous. We postulate that the basic dynamics describes the time evolution of probabilities. The corresponding dynamical law must be specified in order to define the model. The only constraint to be imposed a priori is that is respects for all t the positivity and normalization of the classical probability distribution
(1)
Classical wave function
A useful concept for the construction of a consistent time evolution law is the classical wave function [6] ,
This is a real function which is given by the square roots of the probabilities up to signs s τ (t). Consistent evolution laws correspond to rotations of the vector q τ (t),
The positivity of p τ = q 2 τ is automatic, and the normalization of the distribution remains preserved provided it was normalized for some initial time t in , since the length of a vector or Σ τ q 2 τ = Σ τ p τ is preserved by rotations. We will specify a linear evolution for the wave function. In other words, we will consider rotation matrices R τ ρ that are independent of the wave function.
The classical wave function specifies the probability distribution uniquely. The specification of an evolution law for the wave function therefore defines the dynamics of the classical statistical system completely. In the other direction, different choices of the sign functions s τ (t) correspond to a choice of gauge. For all expectation values and correlations that can be computed from the probability distribution p τ (t) the gauge choice does not matter. Natural gauge choices preserve the continuity and differentiability properties of the wave function by avoiding arbitrary discrete jumps which would be induced by arbitrary jumps in the sign functions [6] . In contrast to the discussion of classical mechanics in a Hilbert space by Koopman and von Neumann [10] , the classical wave function is real, such that at this step no phases appear as new degrees of freedom beyond the probability distribution.
Quantum wave functions are usually defined in a complex Hilbert space. Indeed, many characteristic quantum features are closely associated to the "physics of phases". In our setting we will define a complex quantum wave function by introducing a complex structure in the real space spanned by {q τ }. The 2 (NsL 3 /8) real components of the vector {q τ } can then be associated to a complex vector with dimension 2 (NsL 3 /8)−1 . One complex structure can be closely related to the equivalence between Majorana and Weyl spinors in four dimensions [11] , [12] [9] , but more general complex structures are possible. There is no conceptual difference between the classical and quantum wave function in our setting.
Grassmann wave function
We will specify the time evolution of the wave function q τ (t) within a formalism based on a real Grassmann algebra. This will make the close connection to fermions most transparent [7] . The Grassmann formulation relies on the isomorphism between states τ and the basis elements g τ of a Grassmann algebra that can be constructed from the Grassmann variables ψ γ (x). Each basis element g τ is a product of Grassmann variables
which is ordered in some convenient way. To be specific, we define some linear ordering of the lattice points and place variables with "smaller x" to the left, and for each x place smaller γ to the left. If a Grassmann element g τ contains a given variable ψ γ (x) we put the number n γ (x) in the sequence τ to 0, while we take n γ (x) = 1 if the variable ψ γ (x) does not appear in the product (4) . This specifies the map between the 2 (NsL 3 /8) independent basis elements g τ of the Grassmann algebra and the states τ .
An arbitrary element g of the Grassmann element can be expanded in terms of the basis elements
A time dependent wave function q τ (t) can therefore be associated to a time dependent element of the Grassmann algebra g(t), provided the coefficients q τ (t) are real and normalized according to τ q 2 τ (t) = 1. We will formulate the fundamental evolution law as an evolution law for the "Grassmann wave function" g(t). For this purpose we will formulate in the next section a Grassmann functional integral for a quantum field theory of massless Majorana or Weyl fermions. It will involve N s L 3 /8 Grassmann variables ψ γ (t, x) for every discrete time point t. In section IV we will present a prescription how the Grassmann wave function g(t) and the fundamental evolution law can be extracted from this functional integral. This will establish a map between a quantum field theory for fermions and Ising type classical statistical ensembles with dynamics specified by an appropriate evolution law.
III. MASSLESS MAJORANA FERMIONS

Action
In this section we formulate the quantum field theory of a free Majorana spinor for a discrete space lattice on a torus. It will be defined by a Grassmann functional integral based on a real Grassmann algebra, and we take N s = 4. Due to the finite number of (L/2) 3 space points we have at any given t a finite number L 3 /2 of Grassmann variables ψ γ (t, x), with four "species" γ = 1 . . . We also will take time t on a finite discrete chain. The functional integral will therefore involve a finite number of Grassmann variables. It is fully regularized and all quantities are well defined. The continuum limit L → ∞ of an infinite number of Grassmann variables will only be taken at the end.
We start with the action for the regularized quantum field theory
with Lagrangian
Here we define
and
Thus B γ (t + ǫ, x) involves a linear combination of Grassmann variables at lattice sites which are diagonal neighbors of x, corresponding to corners of a cube with basis length 2∆, with x being at its center. The sums extend over j, k, l = 1 . . . 3 and each corner corresponds to a particular combination of the three signs v j = ±1. We define w k by
Eqs. (7), (10) and the following imply a summation over repeated indices γ, δ = 1 . . . 4. We have also introduced the three real symmetric 4 × 4 matrices T k as
with
and 1 stands for the unit 2 × 2 matrix. The product of these matrices yields the real antisymmetric 4 × 4 matrix
The sum in eq. (6) extends over discrete time points t n , with t = ǫ t = ǫ n , t n+1 − t n = ǫ, n ∈ , t in ≤ t n ≤ t f . The time-continuum limit is taken as ǫ → 0 for fixed t in , t f . Similarly, we sum in eq. (7) over points x of a lattice. For this purpose we consider for every given t a cubic lattice with lattice distance 2∆ and
x . We take ǫ = ∆ and place the space-time lattice points on a hypercubic bcc lattice with distance 2∆ between nearest neighbors, which we call the "fundamental lattice". For even t = 2nǫ the space lattice points are even, x k = 2m ′ k ∆, with n, m ′ k ∈ . This will be called the even sublattice. The odd sublattice consists of the odd time points t = (2n + 1)ǫ for which the space points are also odd, x k = (2m ′ k + 1)∆. The action (6) involves indeed only Grassmann variables for points on the fundamental lattice. For even t eq. (7) involves Grassmann variables ψ γ (t, x) living on the even sublattice, while the combination B γ (t + ǫ, x) lives on the odd sublattice. For odd t the role of the sublattices is exchanged, now with ψ on the odd and B on the even sublattice. This construction eliminates "lattice doublers" -a more detailed discussion of the lattice implementation will be given elsewhere.
The action (6) is an element of a real Grassmann algebra -all coefficients multiplying the Grassmann variables ψ γ (t, x) are real. Within the Grassmann algebra the operation of transposition amounts to a total reordering of all Grassmann variables. The action (6) is antisymmetric under this operation,
If we define formally the Minkowski action S M = iS the latter is hermitean, S M = S † M since S * M = −S M . As an important ingredient for the probabilistic interpretation and time evolution discussed in the next two sections we observe that one can obtain B γ from ψ γ by a rotation
In eq. (15) B γ and ψ δ refer to the same time arguments, but we note that x is not a point on the space-lattice on which the Grassmann variables ψ δ (y) live. The quantity B γ (x) is a linear combination of Grassmann variables living on the corners of a cube with center at x. Since the number of lattice points y and the number of centers of cubes x is the same, we may nevertheless interpretR γδ (x, y) as a quadratic matrix. We may formally extend the space to objects living on a cubic lattice with lattice distance ∆ for each t. In this extended spaceR acts as a rotation matrix despite the fact that x and y refer to points on different sublattices of the fundamental lattice. The second equation (15) and the following equations should be interpreted in this sense. In order to show thatR is on orthogonal matrix we write it as a productR
Here the shift operators
They obey
With
one finds indeedR 
We next discuss the continuum limits in space and time for the action (6)-(10). The space continuum limit ∆ → 0 is characterized by
with ∂ k = ∂/∂x k the continuum derivative. In the continuum limit one findsR
We further employ
such that the Grassmann property ψ 2 γ (t, x) = 0 results in
For ∆ = ǫ we obtain the continuum relation
The factor of ǫ combines with Σ t into t = ǫΣ t . Finally, the factor 8∆ 3 in the relation between x and x is absorbed in the continuum limit by a rescaling of the Grassmann variables by a factor (2∆) (−3/2) .
Lorentz symmetry
We next show that the action (6) is Lorentz-symmetric in the continuum limit ǫ = ∆, ∆ → 0. In the continuum limit we write the action as
It involves now four Grassmann functions
The integral extends over three dimensional space and time, with ∂ t = ∂/∂t and ∂ k = ∂/∂x k . The Lorentz invariance of the action (30) is most easily established by employing the real matrices
such that
where µ = (0, k) and ∂ 0 = ∂ t . We defineψ γ = ψ δ (γ 0 ) δγ . (We consider ψ here as a vector with components ψ γ and suppress the vector indices. The Pauli matrices are denoted by τ k .) The real 4 × 4 Dirac matrices γ µ obey the Clifford algebra
with signature of the metric given by η µν = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1). This can be easily verified by using the relations
Furthermore, one finds
and the relations
Infinitesimal Lorentz-transformations can be written as
where we have omitted to indicate the associated transformations of the coordinates. The Lorentz generators Σ µν obtain from the Dirac matrices as
and obey
We recognize in eq. (32) the standard Lorentz invariant action for free Majorana fermions in a Majorana representation of the Clifford algebra with real γ µ -matrices.
Functional integral
The functional integral is defined by the partition function
with the functional measure
The boundary terms g in andḡ f only depend on the Grassmann variables ψ(t in ) and ψ(t f ), respectively. As we will see below, the boundary termsḡ f and g in are related to each other, such that the functional integral (40) is fully specified by the choice of g in . The basic definition of Z is formulated on the discrete space-time lattice with finite volume. Thus Z is a well defined real number. We will show later that for a suitable normalization of g in one obtains Z = 1, independently of L. The continuum limit L → ∞ for the partition function is therefore trivial.
We will use the Grassmann function integral (40) in order to specify the fundamental evolution law for the probability distribution p τ (t)} of the classical statistical ensemble for Ising-spins. The positivity and normalization of the probabilities holds for an arbitrary choice of g in , provided g f is related to g in appropriately. For every given g in the probability distribution {p τ (t)} is uniquely computable for all t, such that the functional integral (40) indeed specifies the time evolution of the probability distribution.
IV. GRASSMANN WAVE FUNCTION FROM FUNCTIONAL INTEGRAL
In this section we compute for the functional integral (40) a Grassmann wave function g(t), which is an element of the Grassmann algebra constructed from the Grassmann variables ψ γ (t, x) at given t. The central idea is to "integrate out" the Grassmann variables at times t ′ = t [13] . The expansion coefficients of g(t) will specify the classical wave function q τ (t) .
Integrating out past and future
The functional integral (40) involves variables for arbitrary time points t n . In order to construct a wave function g(t) which only refers to a particular time t we have to "integrate out" the information referring to other time points t ′ = t [9, 13] . This can be done by decomposing the action (6)
The wave function g(t) obtains now by integrating out all Grassmann variables for t ′ < t
We observe that g(t) depends only on the Grassmann variables ψ(t). More precisely, it is an element of the Grassmann algebra that can be constructed from the Grassmann variables ψ γ (t, x).
The conjugate wave function is defined as
Again, this is an element of the Grassmann algebra constructed from ψ(t). In terms of g andg the partition function reads
where the Grassmann integration Dψ(t) extends now only over the Grassmann variables ψ γ (t, x) for a given time t.
Classical probabilities and wave function
We next expand g in terms of the basis elements g τ of the Grassmann algebra generated by the variables ψ γ (t),
We associate the real coefficients q τ (t) with the classical wave function, such that the classical probabilities obtain as p τ (t) = q 2 τ (t). This requires for every t the normalization τ q 2 τ (t) = 1. We will show in the next section that this normalization condition is indeed obeyed, provided it holds for the initial wave function g(
The conjugate basis elements of the Grassmann algebrã g τ are defined [7] by the relatioñ
(no sum over τ ) and the requirement that no variable ψ γ (x) appears both ing τ and g τ . They obey
We will see in the next section that for a suitable choice of g f the conjugate wave function obeys for all t the relatioñ q τ (t) = q τ (t). Together with the normalization condition τ q 2 τ = 1 this guarantees Z = 1. In consequence, we can express the classical probabilities p τ (t) directly in terms of the Grassmann functional integral
with P τ (t) a projection operator
The formal expression of P τ in terms of the Grassmann variables ψ(t) and derivatives ∂/∂ψ(t) can be found in ref. [14] . The interpretation of the Grassmann functional integral in terms of classical probabilities is based on the map g(t) → p τ (t) , which in turn is related to the map
A given state or classical statistical ensemble may be specified by the "initial value" at some time t 0 , g(t 0 ), or the associated wave function q τ (t 0 ) or classical probability distribution {p τ (t 0 ) . This is equivalent to the specification of g in = g(t in ) in the functional integral.
V. TIME EVOLUTION
In this section we compute the time evolution of the wave function q τ (t) and the associated probability distribution {p τ (t) = q 2 τ (t) . This will lead to a type of generalized Schrödinger equation for the real wave function q τ (t) , as well as an associated evolution equation for the Grassmann wave function g(t). We will use the properties of this evolution equation in order to establish that the norm τ q 2 τ (t) is conserved, such that q 2 τ (t) can indeed be interpreted as a time dependent probability distribution.
Due to the particular form of the action (6), which only involves one type of Grassmann variables (and no conjugate variables as in ref. [7] ) the discrete formulation of the functional integral is crucial. We will see that g(t) jumps between two neighboring time points, while it is smooth between g(t+2ǫ) and g(t). We will therefore distinguish between even and odd time points and use the definition (46) of the wave function only for even times. (For odd times one may employ a different definition, which will guarantee the smoothness of the time evolution of q τ (t) for both even and odd time points [9] .) In the continuum limit, ǫ → 0, the time evolution of the wave function is described by a continuous rotation of the vector q τ (t) .
As a consequence of its definition (46) the Grassmann wave function obeys the time evolution
This determines q τ (t + ǫ) in terms of q τ (t) . Thus the action (6)-(10) specifies the dynamics how the probability distribution p τ (t) evolves in time. The particular dynamics of a given model is determined by the form of B γ in eq. (10).
Unitary time evolution
We want to establish the relation (3) which guarantees the preservation of the sum of probabilities τ p τ = τ q 2 τ = 1, with t ′ → t, t → t + 2ǫ. For this purpose we employ the property (15). The relation between q τ (t + 2ǫ) and q τ (t) is computed from eq. (53).
Inserting the specific form (7) for L(t) the evolution equation (53) reads
.
(54) We may write g(t) in a product form
with some fixed ordering convention of the factors assumed, e.g. smaller γ to the left for given x, and some linear ordering of the lattice points, with "lower" points to the left. In the product form eq. (54) yields
Here we use the fact that each individual Grassmann integration dψ γ (t, x) can be performed easily,
and η γ = ±1 results from the anticommuting properties of the Grassmann variables ϕ, with
As a result, we can write
where Cg τ obtains from g τ by the following replacements: (i) for every factor ψ γ (x) in g τ one has a factor 1 in Cg τ ; (ii) for every pair (x, γ) for which no ψ γ (x) is present in g τ one inserts a factor η γ ψ γ (x) in Cg τ . The ordering of the factors η γ ψ γ (x) is the same as the ordering assumed in the product (55). This implies that we can indeed write the action of C on the product (55) as
The conjugation operator C maps every basis element g τ into its conjugate elementg τ up to a sign σ τ = ±1,
Applying C twice on the product (55) multiplies each factor by η γ . The factors η γ drop out due to the even number of minus signs, such that C is an involution, C 2 = 1, or
The jump between g and Cg for neighboring time points suggests the use of eq. (46) for the definition of the wave function q τ (t) only for "even time points", namely those that obey t n = t in + 2nǫ, n ∈ AE. Repeating the procedure leading to eq. (59) one obtains
where A γ is a linear combination of Grassmann variables ψ δ (t + 2ǫ, x) which live on the same sublattice of the fundamental lattice as ψ δ (t, x). For an arbitrary linear transformation
with unit Jacobian, det F = 1, we can write
Here we sum over repeated indices δ, η and repeated coordinates y, z and write the Grassmann integration as an integration over new variables B γ (t + ǫ, x). We next use the expression (56) for g(t + ǫ) and perform the integration over B γ (t + ǫ, x),
This replaces in g(t) every factor ψ γ (t, x) by A γ (t + 2ǫ, x) such that eq. (66) specifies the expression A γ (t + 2ǫ, x) appearing in eq. (63).
We next employ the important property that F is given by the orthogonal matrixR in eq. (15), which is independent of t. Since (F −1 ) T = F we end with the simple expression
defines a transformation between Grassmann variables on the same sublattice. The matrixR 2 is, in turn, also orthogonal (R 2 ) TR2 = 1. We conclude that g(t + 2ǫ) can be obtained from g(t) by a simple rotation of the Grassmann variables.
Since A γ (x) is related to ψ γ (x) by a rotation (68), it is straightforward to show that g τ A γ (x) is also connected to g τ ψ γ (x) by a rotation among the basis elements
One infers
with a rotated wave function
This establishes eq. (3). Rotations preserve the length of the vector
has indeed for all t the properties of a probability distribution, namely positivity of all p τ and the normalization τ p τ = 1. In analogy to quantum mechanics we call a time evolution which preserves the norm of q τ (t) a "unitary time evolution". A unitary time evolution is crucial for the probabilistic interpretation of the functional integral (40).
Evolution of conjugate wave function
We next want to show the relation (for t even)
The definition (44) of the conjugate wave functionq then impliesq
such thatq
Comparing with eq. (72) one infers that q τ (t) andq τ (t) obey the same evolution equation. (By an analogous argument eq. (75) also holds for t odd.) If q andq are equal for some particular time t 0 , they will remain equal for all t. If q τ (t 0 ) equals q τ (t 0 ) for some time t 0 we can usẽ q τ (t) = q τ (t) for all t and infer from eq. (50)
As it should be, Z remains invariant under rotations (72) of the vector {q τ } and is therefore independent of t.
In order to show eq. (73) we employ the definition (44) which impliesg
Performing the Grassmann integral one finds
where the mapC acts similarly as C, with η γ replaced bỹ
withÃ
One concludes
and infers eq. (73).
Boundary terms
The final point we have to settle in order to establish the normalization Z = 1 and the expression (51) concerns the equality ofq(t 0 ) and q(t 0 ) for some arbitrary time t 0 . This is achieved by a proper choice of the relation between the boundary termsḡ f and g in in eq. (40). For this purpose we may imagine that we (formally) solve the evolution equation (72) in order to compute q τ (t f ) in terms of q τ (t in , g in = τ q τ (t in )g τ ψ(t in ) . (We assume that t in and t f are even.) Using
it is sufficient to chooseḡ f such thatq τ (t f ) = q τ (t f ). Equivalently, we may specify the wave function q τ (t 0 ) = q τ (t 0 ) at some arbitrary even time t 0 and compute the corresponding g in andḡ f by a solution of the evolution equation, using the fact that the rotation (72) can be inverted in order to compute q(t − ǫ) form q(t).
If we would not adopt the choiceq τ (t f ) = q τ (t f ) the functional integral (40) would amount to a transition amplitude, which is another useful notion in quantum field theory. We are interested, however, in a classical probabilistic setting and therefore focus on the choice ofḡ f that guarantees Z = 1 for all t. In practice, neither g in nor g f need to be computed explicitly since we only use the Grassmann functional integral for extracting the evolution equation for the Grassmann wave function g(τ ) and the classical wave function q τ (t) .
Continuous evolution equation
Finally, we cast the evolution law (72) into the form of a differential time evolution equation by taking the limit ǫ → 0. This results in a generalized Schrödinger type equation for the real wave function q τ (t) ,
Since the evolution describes a rotation, the matrix K is antisymmetric
We identify this evolution equation with the generalized Schrödinger equation for a quantum wave function for the special case of a real wave function and purely imaginary and hermitean Hamiltonian H = i K.
The time evolution (86) translates directly to the probabilities (no summation over τ here)
Once the signs s τ (t 0 ) are fixed by some appropriate convention at a given time t 0 , the signs s τ (t)
, and p τ (t) is uniquely determined by q τ (t). In principle, it is therefore possible to formulate the time evolution law for the probabilities uniquely in terms of the probabilities p τ (t 0 ). However, an expression of ∂ t p τ (t) in terms of p τ (t) needs to keep track of the sign functions s τ (t). In principle, this can be done by an updating procedure. The sign s τ can flip only at times t where p τ (t) = 0. If it is flipped or not at these times is decided by the requirements p τ > 0, Σ τ p τ = 1 for the following times [9] . Instead of such an updating procedure it is much more convenient to use the wave function and the linear evolution law (86) for the description of the classical statistical ensembles associated to the action S. The basic reason is the condition of unit norm of the probability distribution. This can be quite cumbersome for a general evolution equation for {p τ }, but it is extremely simple on the level of {q τ } where only the length of a real vector has to be preserved.
Grassmann evolution equation
The matrix K can be extracted from the Grassmann evolution equation
according to
(In eq. (90) we use a fixed basis, corresponding to the basis elements g τ constructed from ψ(t) for g(t), and from ψ(t + 2ǫ) for g(t + 2ǫ).) For our model of free fermions the Grassmann evolution generator K is given by
This yields the matrix element in eq. (86),
In order to proof the relations (89), (91) we infer from eqs. (63), (68) the relation
and use the continuum limit ǫ = ∆ → 0, cf. eqs. (16),
in order to establish eqs. (89), (91). Taking finally the space-continuum limit by rescaling ψ γ (x) and ∂/∂ψ γ (x) such that
we arrive at the continuum form of the Grassmann evolution equation
This evolution equation will be the basis for the interpretation of the time dependent wave function q τ (t) and probability distribution p τ (t) in terms of propagating fermionic particles.
VI. OBSERVABLES
Classical observables A take a fixed value A τ for every classical state τ . In classical statistics the possible outcomes of measurements of A correspond to the spectrum of possible values A τ . The expectation value of A obeys
Our description of the system will be based on these classical statistical rules. For example, we may consider the observable measuring the occupation number N γ (x) of the bit γ located at x. The spectrum of possible outcomes of measurements consists of values 1 or 0, depending if a given state τ = [n γ (x)] has this particular bit occupied or empty. For the Grassmann basis element g τ associated to τ one finds N γ (x) = 0 if g τ contains a factor ψ γ (x), and N γ (x) = 1 otherwise. We can associate to this observable a Grassmann operator N γ (x) obeying (no summation here)
Two occupation number operators N γ1 (x 1 ) and N γ2 (x 2 ) commute.
In general, we may associate to each classical observable A a diagonal quantum operatorÂ acting on the wave function, defined by
This yields the quantum rule for expectation values
withÂ a diagonal operatorÂ τ ρ = A τ δ τ ρ . In the Grassmann formulation one uses the associated Grassmann operator A obeying
Hereg is conjugate to g, i.e. for g = τ q τ g τ one has g = τ q τgτ .
In classical statistics the time evolution of the expectation value is induced by the time evolution of the probability distribution
This corresponds to the Schrödinger picture in quantum mechanics
or the corresponding expression in terms of the Grassmann algebra
Using ∂ t q = Kq (86) and ∂ t g = Kg (97) we infer for the time evolution of the expectation value the relations
Conserved quantities are represented by Grassmann operators that commute with K, [A, K] = 0.
VII. PARTICLE STATES
Our system admits a conserved particle number, corresponding to the Grassmann operator N ,
The particle number is Lorentz invariant. We can decompose an arbitrary Grassmann element into eigenstates of N
The
We can restrict our discussion to eigenstates of N . The range of m is [0, B], with B = N s L 3 /8 = L 3 /2 the number of independent Grassmann variables.
Vacuum
Let us consider some static vacuum state g 0 with a fixed particle number m 0 ,
An example for a possible vacuum state is the totally empty state g 0 = |0 , with
It obeys
For m 0 = 0 we shift the particle number by an additive "renormalization" n = m − m 0 , such that the vacuum corresponds to n = 0, and g = A n g n . An eigenstate of N with eigenvalue m = m 0 + n is called a n-particle state if n is positive, and a n-hole state for negative n.
One-particle and one-hole states
We next define creation and and annihilation operators
They obey the standard (anti-)commutation relations
Acting with the creation operator on the vacuum produces one-particle states
If needed, we may multiply G 1 with an appropriate normalization factor such that the wave function obeys
and g 1 has a standard normalization. Similarly, a one-hole state with n = −1 obtains by employing the annihilation operator
No one-hole states exist for the vacuum (112), but this issue is different if m 0 = 0, as for example for g 0 = 1 where
If we transform the one-particle wave function q γ (t, x) infinitesimally according to
the operator G 1 is Lorentz invariant. (We omit here the part resulting from the change of coordinates.) Similarly, q γ transforms as q γ and the corresponding infinitesimal transformation results in an invariant G −1 . If the vacuum g 0 is Lorentz invariant, the Lorentz transformed oneparticle or one-hole wave functions will obey the same evolution equations as the original wave functions. The time evolution of the one particle wave function q γ is given by
and similar for the hole. With
one obtains Dirac equations for real wave functions (with
We emphasize that these equations follow for arbitrary static states g 0 which obey Kg 0 = 0.
Weyl and Majorana spinors
Let us consider g 0 = |0 where a γ (x)|0 = 0 implies that no hole states exist. There are then only particle states and the propagating degrees of freedom correspond to Majorana fermions. In four dimensions Majorana spinors are equivalent to Weyl spinors [11] . Indeed, we may introduce a complex structure by defining a two-component complex spinor
The matrices T k = γ 0 γ k are compatible with this complex structure. They are translated to the complex Pauli matrices
while the operation ϕ → iϕ corresponds to the matrix multiplication q →Ĩq. (Cf. ref. [9] for more details of the map from Majorana to Weyl spinors.) The Dirac equation reads in the complex basis
and the Lorentz generators are given by
In contrast, the multiplications with γ 0 cannot be represented by a multiplication of ϕ with a complex 2×2 matrix, since
If we express ϕ * in terms of the two-component complex vector
the transformation q → γ 0 q corresponds to
We may now introduce the complex four component vector
for which all matrix multiplications q → γ µ q can be represented by multiplication with complex matrices of the Clifford algebra,
We can also define the matrix
for which ϕ and χ are eigenvectors with eigenvalues ±1.
(Oftenγ is denoted as γ 5 .) The transformation q →Ĩq acts on ψ M as ψ M → iγψ M . Thus the representation (133), γ = −iĨ, is consistent with the complex structure. Since χ is not independent of ϕ the spinor Ψ M obeys the Majorana constraint [11] , [12] .
where
in the "Majorana representation" (31) and the Dirac matrices γ µ (W ) in the "Weyl representation" (132) are related by a similarity transformation,
with a unitary matrix A
Weyl particles
The propagating degrees of freedom correspond to the solutions of the evolution equation. They are most simply discussed in terms of the complex equation (126). We can perform a Fourier transform
such that the evolution equation becomes diagonal in momentum space,
The general solution of eq. (126) obeys
with arbitrary complex two-component vectorsφ(p). This is the standard time evolution for a propagating Weyl particle.
Multi-fermion states
States with arbitrary n describe systems of n fermions. This is not surprising in view of our translation of the classical statistical ensemble to a Grassmann functional integral. For g 0 = |0 there are only n-particle states, and no hole states. They can be constructed by applying n creation operators a † γ (x) on the vacuum. For example, the two-fermion state obeys
Due to the anticommutation relation
the two-particle wave function is antisymmetric, as appropriate for fermions q γǫ (t, x, y) = −q ǫγ (t, y, x).
The Grassmann elements g 2 describe states with two Weyl spinors. A particular class of states can be constructed as products of appropriately normalized one particle states
General two particle states are superpositions of such states.
Symmetries
Besides Lorentz symmetry the action (30) is also invariant under global SO(2) rotations
This is easily seen from the infinitesimal transformation
and the relationsĨ
These rotations carry over to the one-particle and one-hole wave functions q γ andq γ .
Correspondingly, the complex two component wave functions ϕ and χ transform as
The SO(2) rotations are now realized as U (1) phase rotations. If we define for a general complex field η the chargē Q by the transformation
we infer that ϕ carries chargeQ = 1, while χ has opposite charge −1. If ϕ describes degrees of freedom of an electron, χ describes the corresponding ones for a positron. We note that charge eigenstates exist only in connection with a complex structure. The real wave function q γ can be encoded both in ϕ and χ and may therefore describe degrees of freedom with opposite charge. The action (30) is further invariant with respect to discrete symmetries. Among them a parity type reflection maps
and we noteP 2 = −1. We may associateP with a CPtransformation for Weyl spinors. The action (30) is further invariant under the discrete transformation ψ →Ĩψ. It is therefore also invariant under a parity type transformation whereP is replaced byĨP.
VIII. COMPLEX STRUCTURE
We have formulated the classical statistical description of a quantum field theory for Majorana spinors in terms of a real Grassmann algebra. All quantities in the functional integral (40) and the action (30) or (6)- (10) are real. The introduction of complex Weyl spinors in eq. (124) or (129) reveals the presence of a complex structure in this real formulation. Such complex structures are the basis for the importance of phases in quantum mechanics. The Schrödinger equation for a one-particle state can be formulated in terms of a complex wave function, and this generalizes to multi-particle states.
Complex Grassmann variables
Complex Grassmann variables may be introduced in analogy to eq. (124)
Together with the complex conjugate Grassmann variables
we have for every x and t four independent Grassmann variables ζ 1 , ζ * 1 , ζ 2 , ζ * 2 , which replace ψ 1 , ψ 2 , ψ 3 , ψ 4 . A general element of a complex Grassmann algebra can be expanded as
with complex coefficients c. For a real Grassmann algebra the coefficients c are restricted by g * = g. From a general complex g c we can obtain an element of a real Grassmann algebra as
The action (30) is an element of a real Grassmann algebra and reads in terms of ζ
Up to the factor 2, which may be removed by a rescaling of ζ, this is the action for a free Weyl spinor. On every factor ζ the action of a matrix multiplication of ψ byĨ amounts to a multiplication with i. More precisely, we can interpret eq. (150) 
where the chargeQ counts the number of factors ζ minus the number of factors ζ * for a given term in the expansion (152). In other words, products withQ + factors ζ andQ − factors ζ * are charge eigenstates withQ =Q + −Q − . States with a givenQ are degenerate since many different choices ofQ + ,Q − lead to the sameQ. For a real Grassmann algebra we use eq. (153). Every term in g c withQ = 0 is accompanied by a term with opposite charge −Q in g * c .
Thus the expansion (152) of eq. (153) involves "charge eigenspaces" with pairs of opposite axial charge.
It will often be convenient to use an extension to a complex Grassmann algebra, where the coefficients c in eq. (152) are arbitrary and charge eigenstates belong to the Grassmann algebra also forQ = 0. This can be mapped at the end to a real Grassmann algebra by eq. (153). The action ofQ ± on g c is represented as
. (156) The Grassmann derivatives ∂/∂ζ α obey the standard anticommutation relations
In the complex basis we can write the time evolution equation in the form
BothQ + andQ − commute with H. The operators creating one hole or one particle states read
The infinitesimal Lorentz transformations of the complex two-component spinors ζ, δζ = − 1 2 ǫ mn Σ mn ζ, are represented by the complex 2 × 2 matrices Σ mn given by eq. (127). We also observe thatζ = Eζ = −iτ 2 ζ transforms as
is a Lorentz scalar. The same holds for ζ * 1 ζ * 2 such that the bilinears ψ 1 ψ 3 − ψ 2 ψ 4 and ψ 1 ψ 4 + ψ 2 ψ 3 are separately Lorentz scalars. Also the product
is a Lorentz scalar. The functional measure obeys
General complex structure
A real Grassmann algebra will, in general, admit different possible complex structures. A discussion of phases in quantum mechanics needs a specific choice of the complex structure. For example, our discussion of Dirac-spinors in sect. X will employ a complex structure different from eq. (150). We therefore briefly discuss the general properties of complex structures.
In a real even-dimensional vector space a complex structure is given by the existence of an involution K, together with a map I, obeying
The matrix K has eigenvalues ±1 and we may denote eigen- As an example, we consider the complex structure underlying eq. (150). The maps (124) or (150) act on v = {q γ } or v = {ψ γ }, and the matrices K, I are given by
Indeed, the map ζ[ψ] given by eq. (150) obeys
A transformation ψ → Aψ is compatible with this complex structure if A obeys
In this case A can be represented by complex matrix multiplication acting on ζ,
The matrices T k commute withĨ and are therefore compatible with the complex structure
AlsoĨ and Σ µν (cf. eq. (39)) are compatible with the complex structure, where the action of Σ µν on ζ is given by eq. (127). The matrices A obeying eq. (167) form a group, since the product of two matrices A 1 A 2 again commutes withĨ. This product is represented by complex matrix multiplication ofÃ
In contrast, the matrices γ µ anticommute withĨ, cf. eq. (36), and are therefore not compatible with the complex structure (165). One finds
The complex structure (164), (165) for the Grassmann variables can be extended to a complex structure for the real Grassmann algebra by defining a suitable map g → g c .
IX. MASSIVE MAJORANA FERMIONS
The action (30) describes massless Majorana or Weyl spinors. For a massive Majorana spinor one adds a mass term
In the presence of the mass term (171) the action remains Lorentz-invariant, anti-hermitean and real (for real m,m), and the Minkowski action S M = iS is hermitean. For discrete time steps the first factor ψ is taken at t, and the second at t + ǫ. The U (1)-rotations (144) do not leave S m invariant. Indeed, the infinitesimal transformation (145) results iñ
The terms ∼ m andm are rotated into each other,
We may use this transformation in order to choose a convention wherem = 0. With respect to the parity transformationP (149) the term ∼m is invariant, while m changes sign. On the other hand, S m is odd with respect to the discrete transformation ψ →Ĩψ. Thus, with respect to the parity transformationĨP one finds that m is invariant whilem changes sign.
Evolution equation
For massive Majorana spinors the Grassmann time evolution (97) obeys
The particle number N remains conserved, while the chargeQ is no longer a conserved quantity in the presence of a mass term. We may consider general operators of the type
with B ǫη depending on y and derivatives with respect to y. They obey the commutation relation
where all quantities on the r.h.s. depend on y k and ∂ k = ∂/∂y k . For the mass contribution one finds
The momentum operator (126) reads in the real Grassmann algebra
ForM = 0 it is no longer conserved, while we may define conserved quantities involving an even number of derivatives
For any static vacuum state g 0 , Kg 0 = 0, the evolution of the one-particle state (116) follows eq. (120)
one finds the evolution equation
Form = 0 the relation {γ µ ,Ĩ} = 0 implies
By using
we find for the one-hole wave functionq (118) the same evolution equation as for the one-particle wave function q,
It is instructive to write the one-particle evolution equation (184) in terms of the two-component complex Weyl spinor ϕ defined by eq. (124)
The fact that ϕ * appears shows that the multiplication withM is not compatible with the complex structure (165). In terms of χ (129) and ψ M (131) one finds
with γ µ (W ) the Dirac matrices in the Weyl representation (132).
General solution for single massive Majorana particle
In order to find the general solution of eq. (184) we expand similar to eq. (137). We may consider modes with a fixed momentum p. (As familiar in quantum mechanics, these modes are not normalizable for infinite volume and may be considered as limiting cases of normalizable wave packets.) For every given p = 0 we can define
all properties of a propagating massive single Majorana fermion. If the vacuum is the totally empty state g 0 = |0 the states (γ, x) correspond to "Ising states" τ where only one bit at x of species γ is occupied and all others are empty. (For a different g 0 the classical states associated to (γ, x) are more complicated.) The probability of a state (γ, x) is given by p γ (x) = q 2 γ (x), e.g. according to eq. (200) with a proper normalization of f (p).
The probability distribution p γ (x) properly accounts for all characteristic quantum interference phenomena for modes with different momenta p. This extends to the correct description of interference for multi-particle states. (For a concrete example of a two-particle state for massless Majorana spinors cf. ref. [9] .) The appearance of interference phenomena is not surprising in view of the formulation of the time evolution in terms of a Grassmann functional integral. On a deeper level, it is related to the fact that simple time evolution equations (3) are linear in the classical wave function q τ , but not linear in the classical probabilities p τ .
X. DIRAC FERMIONS
Dirac spinors can be composed of two different Majorana spinors with equal mass. The action reads
with T k ,Ĩ, γ 0 given by eqs. (11), (13), (31). (For simplicity we takem = 0 in eq. (171).) The functional integral extends now over the Grassmann variables ψ 1,γ (t, x) and ψ 2,γ (x, t). For a free theory the action involves separate pieces for ψ 1 and ψ 2 , S = S 1 + S 2 . If the initial state g(t 0 ) = g in factorizes into two factors, one involving only ψ 1 and the other only ψ 2 , the Grassmann wave function g(t) factorizes for all t. There is no need, however, for g(t 0 ) to factorize and general states g(t) will not be of a factorisable form.
Complex structure
We introduce a complex structure by defining the fourcomponent complex Grassmann variables ψ D
In terms of the general discussion in sect. VIII the matrices K and I act as
such that ψ 1 is the "real part" of ψ D , and ψ 2 the "imaginary part". The complex structure employed for Dirac spinors differs from the complex structure (165). We can express the action (203) in terms of ψ D as
where we defineψ
The matrices γ µ andĨ appearing in eqs. (206), (207) are all real. We may also introduce a purely imaginary matrix
It is hermitean and anticommutes with all Dirac matrices
Oftenγ is denoted as γ 5 . On the level of the eight variables ψ 1,γ and ψ 2,γ the matrixγ is defined as a real 8 × 8 matrix, with I 2 not acting on the index γ,
(The matrix I defining the complex structure is given by I 2 according to eq. (205).) Sinceγ commutes with the Lorentz-generators Σ µν the projections
are representations of the Lorentz group. They transform as the two inequivalent fundamental spinor representations and describe Weyl spinors. In terms of ψ 1,γ , ψ 2,γ one has
where the upper sign relates to ψ L and the lower to ψ R . We observe that both ψ L and ψ R receive contributions both from ψ 1 and ψ 2 . They differ from the Weyl spinors ζ 1 , ζ 2 that can be formed from ψ 1 and ψ 2 according to eq. (150). Usingγ we can write the action (206) as
Defining the hermitean conjugation as a map ψ D → ψ * D , accompanied by a complex conjugation of all coefficients in the Grassmann algebra and a total transposition (reordering) of all Grassmann variables, the hermiticity of the Minkowski action, S † M = S M , is easily verified.
Charge and electromagnetic fields
The action (203) is invariant under all symmetry transformations defined in the preceding sections, i.e. those leaving S 1 or S 2 separately invariant. There are further symmetries related to transformations between ψ 1 and ψ 2 . Rotations between ψ 1 and ψ 2 can be accounted for by the infinitesimal transformation
The discretization is the same for ψ 1 and ψ 2 . It therefore respects the invariance with respect to the transformation (214). This rotation can be transferred to a phase rotation of the complex Dirac spinor
We associate the transformations (214), (215) We may extend the action by considering Dirac spinors in an external electromagnetic field A µ (t, x). As usual this is done by replacing the derivatives ∂ µ in eq. (213) by covariant derivatives D µ = ∂ µ + ieA µ . This adds to the action a piece
In terms of the real Grassmann algebra involving ψ 1 and ψ 2 the additional piece reads
(217) For discrete time steps the first Grassmann variable is taken at t and the second at t + ǫ. In the continuum limit the two terms in eq. (217) are equal. We may consider the fields A µ as "sources" for fermion bilinears involving ψ 1 and ψ 2 . For nonzero A µ the action is no longer a sum of independent pieces S 1 + S 2 for ψ 1 and ψ 2 , respectively.
Weyl representation
One may use the similarity transformation (135)
in order to bring the Dirac matrices to the Weyl representation (132). The action (213), (216) retains its form, with the replacements
In the Weyl representation the matrixγ is diagonal,γ = diag (1, 1, −1, −1) . The Dirac spinor ψ D,W can therefore be written in terms of two-component spinors ψ L and ψ R ,
which, in turn, can be written as linear combinations of ζ 1 and ζ 2 or ξ 1 and ξ 2 . We observe that in this basis the operation of complex conjugation is represented by an involutionK different from K in eq. (205). In terms of the eight-component field ψ = (ψ 1 , ψ 2 ) one hasK = diag (1, −1, 1, −1, −1, 1, −1, 1) . The matrix I remains I 2 as in eq. (205), and I 2 andK anticommutê
Thus the similarity transformation (218) changes the complex structure. On the level of a real representation it can be expressed by real 8 × 8 matrices A ′ such that a similarity transformation may, in principle, transform both K and I. The matrix I remains unchanged, since iAψ = A(iψ) in the complex representation. For A = A * , however, the matrix K changes since (Aψ) * = Aψ * . In the Weyl basis (219) we can take ψ L and ψ R as twocomponent complex spinors. In terms of ψ L and ψ R the action reads
where we definē
For m = 0 it is invariant under separate "chiral phase rotations" of ψ L and ψ R . The transformation δψ L = iαψ L , δψ R = −iαψ R corresponds to δζ a = iαδζ a and therefore to a simultaneous transformation of the type (145) for ψ 1 and ψ 2 .
Left-handed representation
We can also reformulate the action in terms of two left handed Weyl spinors ψ L and ψ
This yields
The charge of ψ 
In this representation the matrixĨ defined by eq. (13) is represented by a multiplication with i,
while the matrix I 2 , which acts on (ζ 1 , ζ 2 ) or (ψ 1 , ψ 2 ) as defined in eq. (210), is now represented as
We observe that the role ofĨ and I 2 is exchanged if we compare the complex spinors ψ LL and ψ D,W ,
The complex structures associated to ψ LL and ψ D,W are therefore different. Nevertheless, the operation of complex conjugation of ψ LL or ψ D,W corresponds in the real representationψ to the same matrix multiplication witĥ K = diag(K, −K).
Enhanced symmetries for free massless Dirac spinors
For m = 0, A µ = 0 the free theory exhibits a symmetry of SU (2)-rotations among ψ L and ψ c L ,
with ω 3 = β identified with the transformation (215) and τ j the Pauli matrices acting on the two components of ψ 2d (not on the spinor components of ψ L and ψ c L ). For example, the transformation with ω 1 acts as
This corresponds to a transformation of the type (145), now with opposite directions for ψ 1 and ψ 2 . The situation is similar for the transformation ∼ ω 2 , where
leads again to a transformation among ψ 1,γ and ψ 2,γ which involvesĨ.
Evolution equation for Dirac fermions
For the action S + ∆S (203), (217) the Grassmann evolution equation
. (232) Here we work in the Majorana basis (11), (13), (31) and we have suppressed the spinor index γ. The evolution equation
describes the dynamics for an arbitrary number of charged relativistic fermions (and their antiparticles) in external electromagnetic fields. The evolution equation for the classical wave function (86), and therefore for the probability distribution, obtains from eq. (92). In summary, we have formulated a time evolution equation for a classical wave function q τ (t) which describes an arbitrary number of charged electrons in external electric and magnetic fields. In the next section we will see that its restriction to one-particle states yields the relativistic Dirac equation. As usual, a non-relativistic approximation will yield the familiar Schrödinger equation for a particle in a potential or moving in external magnetic fields.
Classical observables
Classical observables can be constructed from linear combinations of products of occupation numbers. We combine the index a = 1, 2 for the two Majorana spinors ψ a with the index γ into a common index ǫ = (γ, a), ǫ = 1 . . . 8. The Grassmann operators corresponding to the occupation numbers N ǫ (x) read then
In a formulation with discrete lattice points they obey
The basis elements g τ are eigenstates of N ǫ (x),
with N ǫ (x) τ = 0 if g τ contains a factor ψ ǫ (x), and N ǫ (x) τ = 1 if no such factor is present. The expectation value of a product of occupation numbers obeys
corresponding to the standard rule for classical statistics. Obviously, the expectation values of classical observables can be computed from the probability distribution p τ (t) and do not involve the signs s τ in eq. (2) . Classical products of classical observables commute. In order to compute the time evolution of expectation values of classical observables we define
and use the relation
We observe that W is antisymmetric, W ǫη (x) = −W ηǫ (x). A local particle number can be defined as
and obeys
According to eq. (107) the time evolution of the classical mean local particle number involves expectation values of "off-diagonal" operators M αη
The particle number
The usual complex form of the Dirac equation is recovered if we use a complex one-particle wave function
This equation holds for an arbitrary representation of the Dirac matrices γ µ . The derivation of the Dirac equation for a one-particle state (245) has only used the general evolution equation for Grassmann elements g(t) and the condition Kg 0 = 0. It therefore describes the dynamics for a very extended family of classical probability distributions or classical wave functions. Indeed, it is sufficient that g 0 is an arbitrary static state (not necessarily a priori with a fixed particle number). This reflects the physical property that isolated one-particle states can occur under a wide variety of circumstances, and that for sufficient isolation the properties of the environment do not matter for the dynamics of the isolated particle. In this context we emphasize, however, that our model only describes external electromagnetic fields while we do not account for the fields generated by the particles that may be present in the environment. In this sense our setting describes "real physics" only in a situation where the electromagnetic fields generated by all present particles can be approximated by a "mean field" that is independent of individual particle positions. This is precisely the setting of standard one-particle quantum mechanics.
The presence of electromagnetic fields influences the conditions for a static "vacuum" or "environment", Kg 0 = 0. We will concentrate here on simple vacuum states as g 0 = 1 or g 0 = |0 , where |0 involves a product of all Grassmann variables and obeys N |0 = 0. These states are static for arbitrary electromagnetic fields. For simplicity we choose g 0 = |0 such that
(The following discussion can be easily generalized, however, to all static states g 0 which are eigenvalues of N , N g 0 = mγ 0 , by using a modified local occupation number where a suitable constant is subtracted from N (x).)
Particle observables
Let us consider the expectation value of the local occupation number
We use the identity
in order to establish the simple relation
This holds for a wave function g(t) = g 1 (t), and we use eq. (103) employing appropriate basis elements (a subset of {g τ })
The normalization Dψg 1 g 1 = 1 implies for the oneparticle wave function the normalization
which is compatible with N = 1, cf. eq. (251). The normalization (257) is preserved by the unitary time evolution of the one-particle wave function. Indeed, we can write the Dirac equation (250) as a Schrödinger-type equation
with hermitean Hamiltonian (
For a pure one-particle state the expectation value N (x) can be interpreted in a natural way as the probability density to find the particle at the position x. This is precisely the standard interpretation of ψ † D (x)ψ D (x) in one-particle quantum mechanics,
Since N (x) is a classical observable, we can define the position of the particle as a classical observable
As usual, the Dirac equation can also describe nonrelativistic positrons. For this purpose one considers a second class of solutions χ = Bρ,
and we note the change of sign of the potential due to the opposite charge of the positron. All quantum mechanical phenomena extracted from solutions of the Schrödinger equation are described by our time evolution equation for a classical statistical ensemble of Ising-spins on a lattice. For a potential realizing a double-slit situation the standard interference pattern is predicted for this classical statistical ensemble to appear behind the slits. This holds provided that the initial state at some time t 0 corresponds to a one-particle state describing a particle moving towards the slits.
Particle-wave duality
The discreteness of measurement values in quantum mechanics can be traced back to the discrete occupation numbers of the Ising-type model. In quantum mechanics we may define an "interval observable" J R by a function
It has the property
such that its spectrum consists of the discrete values 0 and 1. According to the rules of quantum mechanics, the possible outcomes of a measurement of J R are 0 or 1. The interpretation in quantum mechanics is simple: either the particle is within the region (interval) J R , in which case the measurement value J R = 1 will be found, or it is outside this region, and J R = 0 will be found. Particles are discrete objects -they are either inside or outside an interval. In our classical statistical Ising-type setting J R is a classical observable, given by
The sum R extends over all lattice points within the region R. according to the total number of eight species. In consequence, for any state τ of the classical statistical ensemble, (J R ) τ is a positive integer or zero. According to the standard rule of classical statistics these integers describe the possible outcomes of measurements. For a one particle state the total particle number equals one,
where V extends now over all lattice points in the total volume. Since R must be contained in V the maximal allowed value for J R in a one-particle state is one, such that (J R ) τ = 0, 1 are the only possible values of the classical observable for such a state. This is precisely the quantum mechanical rule. No new postulate is necessary for this measurement in quantum mechanics -the quantum rule is inferred from the standard rule of classical statistics. Of course, the expectation value of J R for a one particle state is the same in the quantum mechanical and the classical statistical description
While our model connects the discrete particle aspects in quantum mechanics directly to the discrete classical Ising-spins, the continuous wave aspects also arise in a natural way. The quantum wave function is continuous because probability distributions and associated classical wave functions are continuous (at least piecewise). As we have mentioned already, the characteristic interference effects for waves and the superposition arise from the linearity of the fundamental evolution equation in the classical wave function.
XII. CONCLUSIONS
We have derived the Schrödinger equation for a quantum particle in a potential from a classical statistical ensemble for Ising-spins. The dynamics of the classical statistical system has to be specified by an appropriate evolution equation for the probability distribution. For this purpose we employ the classical wave function which is defined as the positive or negative root of the probability distribution. The proposed evolution equation is a linear differential equation for the classical wave function. The wave function at time t obtains from the wave function at t ′ by a rotation -this guarantees the preservation of the normalization of the probability distribution.
We have exploited a map between the classical wave function and a Grassmann wave function which is an element of a real Grassmann algebra. In turn, the time evolution of the Grassmann wave function can be associated to a Grassmann functional integral. This allows us to formulate the evolution equation for the classical wave function in terms of the action of a functional integral. The symmetries of the model, as Lorentz symmetry and electromagnetic gauge symmetry for our model of Dirac spinors in an external electromagnetic field, can be easily implemented in this way. Since the classical wave function is real we have to formulate the model in terms of a real Grassmann algebra.
Our model is regularized on a lattice of space points. On the one hand, this guarantees that mathematical expressions are well defined for a finite number of lattice points, with continuum limit of an infinite number of points taken at the end. On the other hand, the concept of classical Ising-spins or associated occupation numbers at every point x is well defined. The discreteness of the particle aspects of quantum mechanics can be traced back to the discrete occupation numbers that can only take the values zero or one. We also have used discrete time steps, and we have formulated the lattice action such that the Grassmann wave function g(t + 2ǫ) obtains from g(t) by a rotation. The time evolution is unitary not only in the limit ǫ → 0, but also for finite ǫ. A unitary time evolution for infinitesimal time steps is easily achieved by any antisymmetric evolution generator K τ ρ for the wave function q τ (t),
Generating a unitary evolution also for finite smallest time steps imposes restrictions on the form of the lattice action. This, together with the requirement of a real Grassmann action, requires some care for the construction of the model and explains the specific form of the action in comparison with other possible lattice actions. The proposed evolution equation for the classical statistical ensemble of Ising-spins does not only lead to the Schrödinger equation for non-relativistic one-particle states. It entails the full dynamical equations for a quantum field theory of Dirac fermions in an external electromagnetic field. The dynamics of states with an arbitrary number of fermions, including the characteristic interference patterns for indistinguishable fermions in quantum mechanics, is correctly described.
At this point it seems worthwhile to ask some questions about the origin of characteristic features of quantum mechanics in our classical statistical setting. Particle-wave duality is realized by the discreteness of Ising-spins on one side, and the continuous probability distribution or classical wave function on the other side. Interference arises from the formulation of the basic evolution law in terms of the classical wave function. While the classical wave function is real, it can nevertheless take positive and negative values which can add to zero locally. The superposition principle or linearity of the quantum evolution finds a direct origin in the formulation of a dynamical law for the classical statistical ensemble that is linear in the classical wave function. The characteristic physics of phases in quantum mechanics is connected to the presence of a complex structure within the real Grassmann algebra. Planck's constant appears purely as a conversion factor of units. The uncertainty relations can be obtained directly from the possible solutions of the Schrödinger equation.
Finally, one of the most characteristic elements of the mathematical formulation of quantum mechanics is the presence of a non-commutative product for operators and associated observables. These structures are obviously present in our formulation and clearly very useful for a discussion of solutions of the Schrödinger equation or Dirac equation. We have not addressed in this paper the fundamental origin of non-commuting operators and refer in this context to related work [4] , [6] , [14] . An essential point is the observation that a classical statistical ensemble admits many different product structures for observables, and therefore also the definition of many different correlation functions. The correct choice of a correlation function for the description of a sequence of two measurements depends on the details of the measurement process. There exist various idealizations of measurements.
The classical correlation function ("pointwise multiplication" A τ B τ ) is adapted to a situation of negligible mutual influence between two measurements. It is often not appropriate for the description of measurements in subsystems, that are characteristic for the quantum experiments. For an idealized separation into a subsystem and its environment many different classical observables are grouped into an equivalence class, for which the properties within the subsystem are identical, but the properties relating to the environment differ. Quantum observables are supposed to measure only properties of the subsystem. They are therefore associated to a whole equivalence class of classical observables, rather than to a single classical observable. A one-to-one correspondence between quantum and classical observables is a basic assumption of the Kochen-Specker theorem [3] , which therefore does not apply in our setting.
The classical product of observables often depends on the properties of the environment and is therefore not suitable for idealized measurements of properties of subsystems. This is the point why Bell's inequalities [1] , [2] do not apply for idealized measurements of properties of subsystems. These inequalities implicitly assume the use of the classical correlation function. In short, Bell's inequalities are circumvented not by abandoning locality or causality, but simply by concentrating on non-classical correlation functions that are appropriate for measurements in subsystems. In other words, the experimental verification that the observed correlations violate Bell's inequalities tells us that the classical correlation function should not be used for this type of measurements. This is in accordance with our arguments that classical correlations do not correspond to idealized measurements of subsystem properties. It has been shown that in many circumstances the idealized measurements of subsystem properties correspond precisely to the quantum correlation function that is associated to the standard non-commutative operator product in quantum mechanics [4] , [6] .
The essence of the emergence of non-commutative structures is the coarse graining of information. Again, this issue has not been addressed in the present paper. It seems reasonable to expect, however, that a system that is governed by the Dirac equation on microphysical scales -say lattice distances shorter than the Planck length -will also show similar properties at "macroscopic scales" associated to coarse graining. (Such macroscopic scales can still be much smaller than all characteristic scales of atom physics or elementary particle physics.) The basic reason is that the form of the Dirac equation for one-particle states is essentially fixed by the symmetries. It will not be altered if the coarse graining respects the symmetries. While it remains an interesting task to perform this coarse graining explicitly, the main message of this paper is already very clear at the present stage: Quantum field theory can be obtained from a classical statistical ensemble.
